Let k be a totally real number field of degree n > 2 with conjugate fields k = & (1 \ . . . , k^n\ Let 7(f) denote the group of fractional ideals of k generated by those integral ideals relatively prime to a given integral ideal, f. Let S(f ) denote the subgroup of 1(f) generated by those principal integral ideals (a) with a = 1 (mod F). The quotient group H = 7(f)/5(f ) is the ray class group (mod f ) of k and corresponds via class field theory to a totally real abelian extension F of h
We define the character of sign X(a) on k by X(a) = fl sgn(a</>).
/-2
Let S 0 denote the subgroup of all (a) in S( f ) such that X(a) = 1 and 2 the set of all (a) in £(f ) such that X(a) = -1. It can happen that E 0 = ? = 5(f ). The condition that this not occur is that for all units e of k congruent to 1 (mod f ), we must have X(e) =1, We assume that f satisfies this condition, and let G = /(f)/£ 0 . By class field theory, G corresponds to a real abelian extension K of k which is a quadratic extension of F. The field k has class-number 3, discriminant 2597 = 7 2 • 53 (1, 0, j3 2 form an integral basis) and every unit e of it has X(e) = 1. Thus we may take f = (1); F is then the Hilbert class field of k and K is a sixth degree extension of k which is a quadratic extension of F. The group G is cyclic of order 6 and is generated by the element S^ containing the unique prime ideal }o 2 in k of norm 2. We let E y = g{, 0 < ƒ < 5. In particular S = £ 3 . (Indeed p| = (0) and X(j8) = -1.)
The following values of f'(0, S) were found on a computer which worked internally with an accuracy of about 16 decimal places: We put e. = e(Sy), a ; = a(Sy). We then get 
